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I. EVALUATION 

There are said to be certain Buddhists whose ascetic practices 
enable them to see a whole landscape in a bean. Precisely what 
the first analysts of narrative were attempting: to see all the 
world's stories (and there have been ever so many) within a 
single structure: we shall, they thought, extract from each tale 
its model, then out of these models we shall make a great nar-
rative structure, which we shall reapply (for verification) to 
anyone narrative: a task as exhausting (ninety-nine percent 
perspiration, as the saying goes) as it is ultimately undesirable, 
for the text thereby loses its difference. This difference is not, 
obviously, some complete, irreducible quality (according to a 
mythic view of literary creation), it is not what designates the 
individuality of each text, what names, signs, finishes off each 
work with a Bourish; on the contrary, it is a difference which 
does not stop and which is articulated upon the infinity of 
texts, of languages, of systems: a difference of which each text 
is the return. A choice must then be made: either to place all 
texts in a demonstrative oscillation, equalizing them under the 
scrutiny of an in-<lifferent science, forcing them to rejoin, in-
ductively, the Copy from which we will then make them de-
rive; or else to restore each text, not to its individuality, but to 
its function, making it cohere, even before we talk about it, by 
the infinite paradigm of difference, subjecting it from the out-
set to a basic typology, to an evaluation. How then posit the 
value of a text? How establish a basic typology of texts? The 
primary evaluation of all texts can come neither from science, 
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for science does not evaluate, nor from ideology, for the ideo-
logical value of a text (moral, aesthetic, political, alethiologi-
cal) is a value of representation, not of production (ideology 
"reflects," it does not do work). Our evaluation can be linked 
only to a practice, and this practice is that of writing. On the 
one hand, there is what it is possible to write, and on the other, 
what it is no longer possible to write: what is within the prac-
tice of the writer and what has left it: which texts would I 
consent to write (to re-write), to desire, to put forth as a force 
in this world of mine? What evaluation finds is precisely this 
value: what can be written (rewritten) today: the writerl)'. 
Why is the writerly our value? Because the goal of literary 
work (of literature as work) is to make the reader no longer 
a consumer, but a producer of the text. Our literature is char-
acterized by the pitiless divorce which the literary institution 
maintains between the producer of the text and its user, be-
tween its owner and its customer, between its author and its 
reader. This reader is thereby plunged into a kind of idleness 
-he is intransitive; he is, in short, serious: instead of function-
ing himself, instead of gaining access to the magic of the sig-
nifier, to the pleasure of writing, he is left with no more than 
the poor freedom either to accept or reject the text: reading 
is nothing more than a referendum. Opposite the writerly text, 
then, is its countervalue, its negative, reactive value: what can 
be read, but not written: the recuferl),. We call any readerly 
text a classic text. 

II. INTERPRETATION 

There may be nothing to say about writerly texts. First of all, 
where can we find them? Certainly not in reading (or at least 
very rarely: by accident, fleetingly, obliquely in certain limit-
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works): the writerly text is not a thing, we would have a hard 
time 6nding it in a bookstore. Further, its model being a pro-
ductive (and no longer a representative) one, it demolishes 
any criticism which, once produced, would mix with it: to 
rewrite the writerly text would consist only in disseminating it, 
in dispersing it within the 6eld of in6nite difference. The 
writerly text is a perpetual present, upon which no consequent 
language (which would inevitably make it past) can be super-
imposed; the writerly text is ourselves writing, before the in-
finite play of the world (the world as function) is traversed, 
intersected, stopped, plasticized by some singular system (Ide-
ology, Genus, Criticism) which reduces the plurality of en-
trances, the opening of networks, the infinity of languages. 
'!fie writerly is the novelistic without the novel, poetry with-
out the poem, the essay without the dissertation, writing with-
out style, production without product, structuration without 
structure. But the readerly texts? They are products (and not 
productions), they make up the enormous mass of our litera-
ture. How differentiate this mass once again? Here, we require 
a second operation, consequent upon the evaluation which 
has separated the texts, more delicate than that evaluation, 
based upon the appreciation of a certain the 
more or less each text can mobilize. This new operation is 
interpretation (in the Nietzschean sense of the word). To 
interpret a text is not to give it a (more or less justi6ed, more 
or less free) meaning, but on the contrary to appreciate what 
plural constitutes it. Let us 6at posit the image of a trium-
phant plural, unimpoverished by any constraint of representa-
tion (of imitation). In this ideal text, the networks are many 
and interact, without anyone of them being able to surpass 
the rest; this text is a galaxy of signi6m, not a structure of 
signi6eds; it has no beginning; it is reveaible; we gain access to 
it by several entrances, none of which can be authoritatively 
declared to be the main ODe; the codes it mobilizes extend dB 
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far as the eye can reach, they are indetenninable (meaning 
here is never subject to a principle of detennination, unless by 
throwing dice); the systems of meaning can take over this ab-
solutely plural text, but their number is never closed, based as 
it is on the infinity of language. The interpretation demanded 
by a specific text, in its plurality, is in no way liberal: it is not 
a question of conceding some meanings, of magnanimously 
acknowledging that each one has its share of truth; it is a ques-
tion, against all in-difference, of asserting the very existence of 
plurality, which is not that of the true, the probable, or even 
the possible. This necessary assertion is difficult, however, for 
as nothing exists outside the text, there is never a whole of the 
text (which would by reversion fonn an internal order, a rec-
onciliation of complementary parts, under the paternal eye 
of the representative Model): the text must simultaneously 
be distinguished from its exterior and from its totality. All of 
which comes down to saying that for the plural text, there 
cannot be a narrative structure. a grammar, or a logic; thus, if 
one or another of these are sometimes pennitted to come for-
ward, it is in proportion (giving this expression its full quanti-
tative value) as we are dealing with incompletely plural texts, 
texts whose plural is more or less parsimonious. 

III. CONNOTATION: AGAINST 

For these moderately plural (i.e., merely polysemous) texts, 
there exists an average appreciator which can grasp only a cer-
tain median portion of the plural, an instrument at once too 
delicate and too vague to be applied to univocal texts, and too 
poor to be applied to'multivalent texts, which are reversible 
and frankly indetenninable (integrally plural texts). This 
modat instrument is connotation. For Hjelmslev, who has 
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defined it, connotation is a secondary meaning, whose signifier 
is itself constituted by a sign or system of primary signification, 
which is denotation: if E is the expression, C the content, and 
R the relation of the two which establishes the sign, the for-
mula for the connotation is: (ERC) R C. Doubtless because it 
has not been limited, subjected to a typology of texts, conno-
tation has not had a good press. Some (the philologists, let us 
say), every text to be univocal, possessing a true, ca-
nonical meaning, banish the simultaneous, secondary mean-
ings to the void of critical lucubrations. On the other hand, 
others (the semiologists, let us say) contest the hierarchy of 
denotated and connotated; language, they say, the raw ma-
terial of denotation, with its dictionary and its syntax, is a 
system like any other; there is no reason to make this system 
the privileged one, to make it the locus and the nonn of a 
primary, original meaning, the scale for all associated mean-
ings; if we base denotation on truth, on objectivity, on law, it 
is because we are still in awe of the prestige of linguistics, 
which, until today, has been reducing language to the sentence 
and its lexical and syntactical components; now the endeavor 
of this hierarchy is a serious one: it is to return to the closure 
of Western discourse (scientific, critical, or philosophical), to 
its centralized organization, to arrange all the meanings of a 
text in a circle around the hearth of denotation (the hearth: 
center, guardian, refuge, light of truth) . 

IV. CONNIDATION: FOR, EVEN SO 

This criticism of connotation is only half fair; it does not take 
into account the typology of the texts (this typology is basic: 
no text exists without being classified according to its value); 

if there are readerly texts, committed to the closure system 
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of the West, produced according to the goals of this system, 
devoted to the law of the Signified, they must have a particu-
lar system of meaning, and this meaning is based on connota-
tion. Hence, to deny connotation altogether is to abolish the 
differential value of the texts, to refuse to define the specific 
appar.ltus (both poetic and critical) for the readerly texts-it 
is to make the limited text equal to the limit-text, to deprive 
oneself of a typological instrument Connotation is the way 
into the polysemy of the classic text, to that limited plural on 
which the classic text is based (it is not certain that there are 
connotations in the modem text). Connotation must there-
fore be rescued from its double contestation and kept as the 
namable, computable trace of a certain plur.ll of the text (that 
limited plUr.l1 of the classic text). Then, what is a connota-
tion? Definitionally, it is a detennination, a relation, an anaph-
013, a feature which has the power to relate itself to anterior, 
ulterior, or exterior mentions, to other sites of the text (or of 
another text): we must in no way restrain this relating, which 
can be given various names (function or index, for example), 
except that we must not confuse connotation with association 
of ideas: the latter refers to the system of a subject; connota-
tion is a correlation immanent in the text, in the texts; or 
again, one may say that it is an association made by the text-
as-subject within its own system. Topically, connotations are 
meanings which are neither in the dictionary nor in the gram-
mar of the language in which a text is written (this is, of 
course, a shaky definition: the dictionary can be expanded, the 
grammar can be modified). Analytically, connotation is deter-
mined by two spaces: a sequential space, a series of orders, a 
space subject to the successivity of sentences, in which mean-
ing proliferates by layering; and an agglomer.ltive space, cer-
tain areas of the text correlating other meanings outside the 
material text and, with them, fonning "nebulae" of signifieds. 
Topologically, connotation makes possible a (limited) dis, 
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of meanings, spr<:ad like gold dust on the apparent 
surface of the text (meaning is golden). SemiologicaUy, each 
connotation is the starting point of a code (which will never 
be reconstituted), the articulation of a voice which is woven 
into the text. Dynamically, it is a subjugation which the text 
must undergo, it is the possibility of this subjugation (mean-
ing is a force). Historically, by inducing meanings that are 
apparently recoverable (even if they are not lexical), connota· 
tion establishes a (dated) Literature of the Signified. Func-
tionally, connotation, releasing the double meaning on -prin-
ciple, corrupts the purity of communication: it is a deliberate 
"static," painstakingly elaborated, introduced" into the fictive 
dialogue between author and reader, in short, a countercom-
munication (Literature is an intentional cacography). Struc-
tural1y, the existence of two supposedly different systems-
denotation and connotation-enables the text to operate like 
a game, each system referring to the other according to the re-
quirements of a certain illusion. Ideologically, finally, this 
game has the advantage of affording the classic text a certain 
innocence: of the two systems, denotative and connotative, 
one turns back on itself and indicates its own existence: the 
system of denotation; denotation is not the first meaning, but 

to be SO; this illusion, it is ultimately no more 
the ldst of the connotations (the one which seems both 

to establish and to close the reading), the superior myth by 
which the text pretends to return to the nature of language, to 
language as nature: doesn't a sentence, whatever meaning it 
releases, subsequent to its utterance, it would seem, appear to 
be telling us something simple, literal, primitive: something 
true, in relation to which all the rest (which comes afterwtITtU, 
on tOf') is literature7 This is why, if we want to go along with 
the classic text, we must keep denotation, the old deity, watch-
ful, cunning. theatrical, foreordained to represent the collec-
tive innocence of language. 
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v. READING, FORGETI'ING 

I re4d the text. This statement, consonant with the "genius" . . -
of the language (subject, verb, complement), is not always 
true. '[!te more plural the text, the less it is written before I 
read it; I do not make it undergo a predicative operation, con-
sequent upon its being, an operation known as redding, and I 
is not an innocent subject, anterior to the text, one which will 
subsequently deal with the text as it would an object to dis-
mantle or a site to occupy. This "I" which approaches the text 
is already itself a plurality of other texts, of which are 
infinite or, more precisely, lost (whose origin is IQst). Objec-
tivity and subjectivity are of course forces which can take over 
the text, but they are forces which have no affinity with it. 
Subjectivity is a plenary image, with which I may be thought 
to encumber the text, but whose deceptive plenitude is merely 
the wake of all the codes which constitute me, so that my sub-
jectivity has ultimately the generality of stereotypes. Objec-
tivity is the same type of replenishment: it is an imaginary 
system like the rest (except that here the castrating gesture is 
more fiercely characterized), an image which serves to name 
me advantageously, to make myself known, "mismown," even 
to myself. Reading involves risk$ of objectivity or 
(both are imaginary) only insofar as we define the text as an 
expressive object (presented for our own expression), subli-
mated under a morality of truth, in one instance laxist; in the 
other, ascetic. Yet reading is not a parasitical act, the reactive 
complement of a writing which we endow with all the glamour 
of creation and anteriority. It is a form of work (which is why 
it would be better to speak of a lexeological act-even a lexco-
graphical act, since I write my reading), and the method of 
this work is topological: I am not hidden within the text, I am 
simply irrecoverable from it: my task is to move, to shift sys-
tems whose perspective ends neither at the text nor at the "I": 
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in operational tenns, the meanings I find are established not 
by "me" or by others, but by their systenuJtic mark: there is no 
other proof of a reading than the quality and endurance of its 
systematics; in other words: than its functioning. To read, in 

is a labor of langua&e. To read is to find meanings, and to 
find meanings is to name them; but these named meanings are 
swept toward P!lJIlC;:S; names call to each other, reassem-
ble, and their grouping calls for further namin.g: I name, I un-
name, I rename: so the text passes: it is a nomination in the 
course of becoming, a tireless approximation, a metonymic 
labor. -With regard to the plural text, forgetting a meaning 
cannot therefore be seen as a fault. Forgetting in relation to 
what? What is the sum of the text? Meanings can indeed be 
forgotten, but only if we have chosen to bring to bear upon the 
text a singular scrutiny. Yet reading does not consist in stop-
ping the chain of systems, in establishing a truth, a legality of 
the text, and consequently in leading its reader into "errors"; 
it consists in coupling these systems, not according to their 
finite quantity, but according to their plurality (which is a 
being, not a discounting): I pass, I intersect, I articulate, I 
release, I do not count. Forgetting meanings is not a matter 
for excuses, an unfortunate defect in performance; it is an 
affirmative value, a way of asserting the irresponsibility of the 
text, the pluralism of systems (if I closed their list, I would 
inevitably reconstitute a singular, theological meaning): it is 
precisely because I forget that I read. 

VI. STEP BY STEP 

If we want to remain attentive to the plural of a text (how-
ever limited it may be), we must renounce structuring this 
text in large masses, as was done by classical rhetoric and by 
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5eCOndary-school explication: no construction of the text: 
everything signifies ceaselessly and several times, but without 
being delegated to a great final ensemble, to an ultimate struc-
ture. Whence the idea, and so to speak the necessityJ of a 
gradual analysis of a single text. Whence, it would seem, sev-
eral implications and several advantages. The commentary on 
a single text is not a contingent activity, assigned the reassur-
ing alibi of the "concrete": the single text is valid for all the 
texts of literature, not in that it represents them (abstracts and 
equalizes them), but in that literature itself is never anything 
but a single text: the one text is not an (inductive) access to 
a Model, but entrance into a network with a thousand e!1-
trances; to take this entrance is to aim, ultimately, not at a_ 
legal structure of norms and departures, a namtive or poetic 
Law, but at a perspective (of fragments, of voices hom other 
texts, other codes), whose vanishing point is nonetheless cease-
lessIy pushed back, mysteriously opened: each (single) text is 
the very theory (and not the mere example) of this vanishing, 
of this difference which indefinitely returns, insubmissive. 
Further, to study this text down to the last detail is to take up 
the structural analysis of namtive where it has been left till 
now: at the major structures; it is to assume the power (the 
time, the elbow room) of worlcing back along the threads of 
meanings, of abandoning no site of the signifier without en-
deavoring to ascertain the code or codes of which this site is 
perhaps the starting point (or the goal); it is (at least we may 
hope as much, and work to this end) 19 s'"ubstitute for the sim-
ple representative model another model, whose very gradual-
ness would guarantee what may be productive in the classic 

for the step-by-step method, through its very slowness 
and dispersion, avoids penetrating, reversing the tutor text, giv-
ing an internal image of it: it is never anything but the decom-
position (in the cinematographic sense) of the work of read-
ing: a slow motion, so to spealc, neither wholly image nor 



wholly analysis; it is, finally, in the very writing of the com-
mentary, a systematic use of digression (a fonn ill-accommo-
dated by the discourse of knowledge) and thereby a way of 
observing the reversibility of the structures from which the text 
is woven; of course, the classic text is incompletely reversible 
{it is modestly plural) : the reading of this text occurs within a 
necessary order, which the gradual analysis will make precisely 
its order of writing; but the step-by-step commentary is of ne-
cessity a renewal of the entrances to the text, it avoids structur-
ing the text excessivel)" avoids giving it that additional structure 
which would come from a dissertation and would close it: it 
stars the text, instead of assembling it. 

VII. THE STAlUlED TEXT 

We shall therefore star the text, separating, in the manner of a 
minor earthquake, the blocks of signification of which reading 
grasps only the smooth surface, imperceptibly soldered by the 
movement of sentences, the flowing discourse of narration, the 
"naturalness" of ordinary language. The tutor signifier will be 
cut up into a series of brid, contiguous fragments, which we 
shall call since they are units of reading. This cutting 
up, admittedly, will be arbitrary in the extreme; it will imply 
no methodological responsibility, since it will bear on the sig-
nifier, whereas the proposed analysis bears solely on the signi-
fied. The lexia will include sometimes a few words, sometimes 
several sentences; it will be a matter of convenience: it will 
suffice that the lexia be the best possible space in which we can 
observe meanings; its dimension, empirically determined, esti-
mated, will depend on the density of connotations, variable 
according to the moments of the text: all we require is that 
each lexia should have at most three or four meanings to be 



enumerated. The text, in its mass, is comparable to a sky, at 
once flat and smooth, deep, without edges and without land-
marks; like the soothsayer drawing on it with the tip of his 
staff an imaginary rectangle wherein to consult, according to 
certain principles, the flight of birds, the commentator traces 
through the text certain zones of reading, in order to observe 
therein the migration of meanings, the outcropping of codes, 
the passage of citations. The lexia is only the wrapping of a 
semantic volume, the crest line of the plural text, arranged like 
a berm of possible (but controlled, attested to by a systematic 
reading) meanings under the flux of discourse: the lexia and 
its units will thereby form a kind of polyhedron faceted by the 
word, the group of words, the sentence or the paragraph, i.e., 
with the language which is its "natural" excipient. 

VIII. THE BROKEN TEXT 

What will be noted is, across these artificial articulations, the 
shifting and repetition of the signifieds. Discerning these sig-
nifieds systematically for each lexia does not aim at establish-

,; ing the truth of the text (its profound, strategic structure), but 
;' its plurality (however parsimonious )'; the units of meaning 
(the connotations), strung out separately for each lexia, will 
not then be regrouped, provided with a metameaning which 
would be the ultimate construction to be given them (we shall 
merely reconnect, as an appendix, certain sequences which 
might have become lost in the unraveling of the tutor text). 
We shall not set forth the criticism of a text, or a criticism of 
this text; we shall propose the semantic substance (divided but 
not distributed) of several kinds of criticism (psychological, 
psychoanalytical, thematic, historical, structural); it will then 
be up to each kind of criticism (if it should so desire) to come 
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into play, to make its voice heard, which is the hearing of one 
of the voices of the text. What we seek is to sketch the stereo-
graphic space of writing (which will here be a classic, readerly 
writing). The commentary, based on the affinnation of the 
plural, cannot therefore work with "respect" to the text; the 
tutor text will ceaselessly be broken, interrupted without any 
regard for its natural divisions (syntactical, rhetorical, anec-
dotic); inventory, explanation, and digression may deter any 
observation of suspense, may even separate verb and comple-
ment, noun and attribute; the work of the commentary, once 
it is separated from any ideology of totality, consists precisely 
in mdnlumdling the text, interrupting it What is thereby de-
nied is not the qlUllity of the text (here incomparable) but its 
"naturalness. " 

IX. HOW MANY READINCS? 

We must further accept one last freedom: that of reading the 
text as if it had already been read. Those who like a good story 
may certainly tum to the end of the book and read the tutor 
text first; it is given as an appendix in its purity and continuity, 
as it came from the printer, in short, as we habitually read it. 
But for those of us who are trying to establish a plural, we can-
not stop this plural at the gates of reading: the reading must 
also be plural, that is, without order of entrance: the "first" 
version of a reading must be able to be its last, as though the 
text were reconstituted in order to achieve its artifice of con-
tinuity, the signifier then being provided with an additional 
feature: shifting. Rereading, an operation contrary to the com-
mercial and ideological habits of our society, which would 
have us "throwaway" the story once it has been consumed 
("devoured"), so that we can then move on to another story, 



buy another book, and which is tolerated only in certain mar-
ginal categories of readers (children, old people, and profes-
sors), rereading is here suggested at the outset, for it alone 
saves the text from repetition (those who fail to reread are 
obliged to read the same story everywhere), multiplies it in its 
variety and its plurality: rereading draws the text out of its in-
ternal chronology ("this happens before or ttfter that") and 
recaptures a mythic time (without before or after); it contests 
the claim which would have us believe that the 6rst reading is 
a primary, naive, phenomenal reading which we will only, after-
wards, have to "explicate," to intellectualize (as if there were 
a beginning of reading, as if everything were not already read: 
there is no first reading, even if the text is concerned to give us 
that illusion by several operations of rusfJenSe, artifices more 
spectacular than persuasive); rereading is no longer consump-
tion, but play (that play which is the return of the different). 
If then, a deliberate contradiction in terms, we immedidtely 
reread the text, it is in order to obtain, as though under the 
effect of a drug (that of recommencement, of difference), not 
the re4l text, but a plural text: the same and new. 

X. SARRASINE 

The text I have chosen (Why? All i know is that for some 
time I have wanted to make a complete analysis of a short 
text and that the Balzac story was brought to my attention 
by an article by Jean Reboul,. who in tum is supposed to 
have been inspired by Georges Bataille's reference; and thus 
I was caught up in this "series" whose scope I was to dis-
cover by means of the text itself) is Balzac's StzrrdBine.1 

1 'can Reboul: "Salmine ou ]a castration penonnific!e," in c"m.,. flour 
r Andi)'ll, March-April, 1967. 

I de I/J Vii P/ll'ilNnu. 
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